The important quality control (QC) monitoring measures in the clinical biochemistry laboratory include maintenance of internal control (Levey-Jennings) charts, I which help in monitoring precision and short term changes in accuracy, and participation in external quality assessment (EQA) schemes.s-' for inter-laboratory comparison and monitoring accuracy. In making QC related decisions the clinical biochemist looking after QC needs to interrelate the results of the above procedures together with instrument and/ or method related changes. To simplify this procedure we have been maintaining 'quality control master charts' (QCMCs).
The QCMC consists of (a) the combined Levey-Jennings chart for the internal control sera, (b) the combined plot of results of EQA schemes on a standard deviation scale, and (c) a record of important method related changes (e.g. when instrument maintenance was done, changes related to calibration, reagents, etc.). Each QCMC covers a period of about 3 months. The QCMCs for a single analyte assayed on different instruments are plotted adjacent to each other such that any inter-method discrepancies may be noted by the inspection of the results of the Kuwait National Quality Assessment Scheme in which a single specimen is analysed on the different instruments.
The major difficulty in maintammg the QCMCs is the tedium of plotting them. We have recently started using an IBM PC microcomputer and two items of commercially available software, Smart@ (Informex Software, Feltham, UK) and Microsoft Chart@ (Microsoft Corporation, Bellvue, WA 98009, USA), which has simplified this procedure. The results of the internal control specimens and EQA schemes are entered into the spreadsheet of the Smart integrated programme. We maintain six data files for our internal control results, one for each instrument or section in the laboratory. Each assay in the data file has entries Correspondence: A Rao.
in five columns, one column each for the normal and the abnormal control results, entered as standard deviation indices, and one column each for calibration, reagent and instrument maintenance related changes which are entered as a value of -1,9, and appear as event markers on the -2 SD grid line of the internal control chart (Fig. I) . We similarly maintain three data files for the EQA results, one each for the Wellcome, the Kuwait National and the Middle East schemes; for each parameter the consensus mean, reported value and the standard deviation index are entered. The data files are kept updated to cover the last 3 months in the case of the internal control files and the last 20 results in the case of the EQA files. Using a commercial spreadsheet makes data entry and file manipulations simple and affords easy calculations (e.g. of mean, variance and operational line parameters'), Whenever it is desired to obtain the QCMCs, the first step is to create the chart files for the individual charts. Each chart covers two assays, mostly of the same analyte on different instruments. Each analyte has 7 or 8 data series, namely 2 internal control results, 3 event markers, as mentioned above, and 2 or 3 EQA scheme results. The Smart software has a built-in programming language and we use a program written by one of us (AR) to copy the required data from the different data files into the individual chart files which are then converted into text (ASCII) files.
The printing of the QCMCs is done using Microsoft Chart which allows four charts to be stacked horizontally. This permits us to plot one combined internal control chart and one combined EQA chart, both on a standard deviation scale, for each of two assays. Microsoft Chart imports ASCII chart files and plots the chart which is then reformatted, using a saved format, and printed.
The QCMCs provide a long term overview of QC related events and facilitate the interpretation of the multiplicity of events which contribute to the overall performance of a method. useful in troubleshooting, particularly when the deterioration in the performance of a method is gradual. Furthermore, as much of the procedure can be handled by a microcomputer, it is not too demanding on staff time.
